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“Teach him to sell his brain and brawn to the highest bid-
ders; but never to put a price tag on his soul”… So wrote Abra-
ham Lincoln to the teacher of his son. By doing this Lin-
coln was underlining the importance of character building. 
Character is reflected through our thoughts, behavior and 
action. The high water marks of character are integrity, un-
shakeable reliability, probity and rectitude. It is the character 
of the leader that determines the course of a country’s his-
tory. Similarly the character of the Civil Servant determines 
the quality of governance. 

Character is having a combination of three core values. 
Integrity, trust and responsibility. All the other values are 
supporting values. All positive behavior such as honesty, 
unselfishness, understanding, conviction, courage, loyalty, 
sincerity etc. emanate from our core values. 

Men of integrity accept responsibilities. They trust and 
are trustworthy. Accepting responsibilities and being ac-
countable is sometimes uncomfortable. Most people would 
rather stay in their comfort zone and live passive lives shirk-
ing duties and responsibilities.

President Ronald Reagan’s National Security Advisor 
was the famous General Colin Powell. Once the General 
sought sanction of the President for a pet project of his. 
Reagan did not share his enthusiasm for the project. But 
the General was so passionate in his persuasion that the 
President willy-nilly sanctioned it based only on trust. The 
project turned out to be fiasco as the President had initially 
foreseen intuitively. Ultimately he became accountable. In 
a press conference attended by General Powell also among 
others the pressmen grilled Reagan. One man asked him 
point blank: “Mr President who took the wrong decision?” 
Looking him in the eyes Reagan proclaimed loudly and 
clearly “I take full responsibility.” On hearing this General 
Powell murmured: “I will die for this man” while wiping 
tears rolling down his cheek.
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Civil Service –  A High Impact Career
For a Helpful and Hopeful World

The charm of Civil Service beck-
ons many a young man and wom-
an, to compete in the tough UPSC 
examination. It is not merely the 
glamour or power or perks that at-
tract these youngsters. They can 
unmistakeably, aspire to get much 
better pay package and perks in the 
private sector. Many are attracted to  
the Civil Service by virtue of it's sat-
isfying nature of a highly impactful 
career, to make a more helpful and 
hopeful world, which offers an op-
portunity to serve the less privileged.

India is home for one third of 
poor people in the world!!! Our country has witnessed impressive growth 
in the last few decades. But poverty continues to stare at the victims and 
the policy makers alike. According to the most conservative account, 22% 
of Indians still live in poverty, deprived of  basic needs of life- food, shelter, 
clothes, essential health care and minimal education. Severe, abject pov-
erty exists in pockets of rural and urban areas. It is in handling issues like 
this, that one notices the power of an impactful career like Civil Service.

Poverty can be defined as socially perceived deprivation with respect to 
basic human needs like food, clothing, shelter, health facility and minimal 
education. The measurement of Poverty has always been a contentious is-
sue. Poverty Line denotes the minimum level of income deemed adequate 
with reference to a particular country. In India it was first defined in 1970 
by the erstwhile Planning Commission, based on the minimum require-
ment of 2400  and 2100 calories, along with  a minimum of non food 
expenditure, for an adult in Rural and Urban areas respectively. In terms 
of per day, per capita income it meant Rs.2 and Rs.2.3 in those days!!!! In 
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2009 it was revised to Rs.27 and Rs.33, on the basis of Suresh Tendulkar 
recommendations, inviting alround criticism. It was subsequently raised 
in 2014 to Rs.32 and Rs. 47 on the recommendations of C. Rangarajan 
Committee. According to these two studies the population Below Poverty 
Line (BPL) was estimated as 21.9% and 29.7% respectively.  If interna-
tional poverty line of dollar 1 per day measured at 1993 PPP exchange 
rates, the number of poor people in India is estimated to be much higher 
i.e. about 34%

Now the NITI Ayog has embarked on a fresh initiative, under its Vice 
- Chairman  Arvind Panagariya, to arrive at a more realistic assessment of 
poverty in the country. Poverty is redefined to include six basic amenities 
like deprivation of access to food, education, health, clean environment, 
benefits for women and children, and infrastructure (physical, economic 
and social).

The concept of BPL is commonly used in India as an economic bench 
mark to indicate economic disadvantage. It has to be borne in mind that 
BPL is a yardstick to measure prevalence of poverty and not for identifying 
the poor. The BPL families are identified through BPL census.

Factors causing poverty have been identified from time to time. But 
some of them remain fundamental and adamant, evading solution, despite 
decades of development efforts. Ever growing population, low agricultural 
productivity especially in the Rainfed areas, hunger and malnutrition, in-
adequate health care, illiteracy, absence of requisite skillsets, jobless growth 
of economy, widening gap between the poor and the rich are all reasons 
behind persistent poverty. Social tensions and feminisation of poverty fur-
ther add to  woes of the most vulnerable sections of the society.

Impact of growth and development on poverty reduction, to a large 
extend, depends on the pattern of growth and delivery of services. The 
levels of inequality has been very prominent among certain groups. Hence 
the emphasis on inclusive growth. It allows all sections of the society to 
participate in and contribute to the development process on an equal basis 
regardless of their individual circumstances.

The governments at the Centre and the States have been adopting 
broadly  a three pronged strategy to address challenges of poverty allevia-
tion. 
a.  Pursuit of a higher inclusive economic growth.
b.  Enhanced public expenditure on social sector 
c.  Effective implementation of direct anti-poverty programs. 

The recent approaches have extended it's coverage to:
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a. Strategies and policy intervention to enhance availability and access to 
physical infrastructure (Roads, electricity, irrigation) 

b.  Strategies to access economic infrastructure (financial services)
c.  Access to social infrastructure (education and health).

Several anti-poverty programs, both for rural and urban areas, have 
been implemented by the extant governments from time to time. They 
are aimed at:
a.  Wage employment 
b. Self employment 
c. Food security 
d. Social security  and 
e.  Urban poverty alleviation. 

The details of these including their progress can be obtained from web-
sites and annual reports of the concerned Departments and Ministries of 
Government of India and the respective State governments.

The effectiveness of the impactful Civil Service career lies in ensuring the 
effectiveness of service delivery which has been a major problem in reducing 
anti-poverty programmes. And the greatest challenge and pleasure of a Civil  
Servant lies in addressing the daunting task!!!
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Polity Line

The Constitution of every country has a guiding philosophy which 
is usually described in the Preamble to that Constitution. For the Phi-
losophy underlying our constitution we must look back into the his-
toric objectives. Resolution of Pandit Nehru which was adopted by the 
Constituent Assembly on January 22, 1947, and which inspired the 
shaping of the Constitution through all its subsequent stages. It reads 
thus- 

“This Constituent Assembly declares its firm and solemn resolve to 
proclaim India as an Independent Sovereign Republic and to draw up 
for her future governance a Constitution. 

(2) WHEREIN the territories that now comprise British India, the 
territories that now form the Indian States, and such other parts of 
India as are outside British India and the States as well as such other 
territories as are willing to be constituted into the Independent Sover-
eign India, shall be a Union of them all; and 

(3) WHEREIN the said territories, whether with their present 
boundaries or with such other as may be determined by the constitu-
ent Assembly and thereafter according to the law of the constitution, 
shall possess and retain the status of autonomous units, together with 
residuary power, and exercise all power and functions of Government 
and administration, save and except such powers and functions as are 
vested in or assigned to the Union, or as are inherent or implied in the 
Union or resulting therefrom; and 

(4) WHEREIN all power and authority of the sovereign Indepen-
dent India, its constituent parts and organs of Governments are de-
rived from the people, and 

(5) WHEREIN shall be guaranteed and secured to all the people 
of India justice, social, economic and political, equality of status, of 
opportunity and before the law freedom of thought, expression, be-
lief, faith, worship, vocation, association and action subject to law and 
public morality and 

(6) WHEREIN adequate safeguards shall be provided for minorities, 
backward and tribal areas, and depressed and other backward classes; and 

(7) WHEREIN shall be maintained the integrity of the territory of 
the Republic and its sovereign rights on land, sea, and air according to 

The Constitution of  India
Ethos and Philosophy
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justice and the law of civilized nations and 
(8)The ancient land attain its rightful and honoured place in the 

world and make its full and willing contribution to the promotion of 
world peace and the welfare of mankind. 

In the words of Pandit Nehru, the aforesaid Resolution was “Some-
thing more than a resolution. It is a declaration, a firm resolve a pledge, 
an undertaking and for all of us a dedication”. 

It will be seen that the ideal embodied in the above Resolution 
is faithfully reflected in the preamble to the Constitution, which as 
amended in 1976 summarizes the aims and objects of the Constitu-
tion: 

“WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved to con-
stitute India into A SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMO-
CRATIC REPUBLIC and to secure to all its citizens. 

JUSTICE social, economic and political; 
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship. 
EQUALITY of status and of opportunity and to promote among 

them all; 
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity 

and integrity of the Nation. 
IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY, this twenty sixth day of 

November, 1949 do HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO 
OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION.” 

The importance and utility of the preamble has been pointed out 
in several decisions of our Supreme Court. Though by itself, it is not 
enforceable in a court of law, the preamble to a written Constitution 
states the objects which the constitution seeks to establish and pro-
mote and also aids the legal interpretation of the constitution where 
the language is found to be ambiguous. For a proper appreciation of 
the aims and aspirations embodied in our constitution, therefore we 
must turn to the various expressions contained in the preamble as re-
produced above. 

The Preamble to our Constitution serves two purposes. 
(a) It indicates the source from which the Constitution derives its 

authority; 
(b) It also states the objects which the constitution seeks to establish 

and promote. 
Sovereignty 

The words We, the people of India… adopt, enact and give to our-
selves this constitution, thus declare the ultimate sovereignty of the 
people of India and that the Constitution rests on their authority. Sov-
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ereignty means the independent authority of a state. It means that it 
has the power to legislate on any subject; and that it is not subject to 
the control of any other state or power. The preamble declares, there-
fore in unequivocal terms that the source of all authority under the 
Constitution is the people of India and that there is no subordination 
to any external authority. We have an elected president at the head of 
our state, and all office including that of the president will be open to 
all citizens. 

Thus, though India declares her sovereignty to manage her own 
affairs in no unmistakable terms the Constitution does not support 
isolation or jingoism. India sovereignty is consistent with the concept 
of one world international peace and amity. 
Democracy 

The picture of a democratic republic which the preamble envisag-
es is democratic not only from the political but also from the social 
standpoint; in other words, it envisages not only a democratic form 
of government but also a democratic society, infused with the spirit 
justice, liberty, equality and fraternity. 

(a) As a form of government the democracy which is envisaged is, 
of course a representative democracy and there are in our constitution 
no agencies of direct control by the people such as referendum, or 
initiative. The people of India are to exercise their sovereignty through 
a parliament at the center and a legislature in each state, which is to 
be elected on adult franchise and to which the real executive namely 
the council of ministers shall be responsible. Though there shall be an 
elected president at the head of the union and a Governor nominated 
by the president at the head of each state, neither of them can exercise 
any political function without the advice of the Council of Ministers 
which is collectively responsible to the people representative in the 
respective legislatures (excepting functions which the Governor is au-
thorized by the Constitution itself to discharge in his discretion or on 
his individual responsibility). The Constitution holds out equality to 
all the citizens in the matters of choice of their representatives who are 
to run the governmental machinery. 

Also known as parliamentary democracy, it envisages (i) representa-
tion of the people, (ii) responsible government, and (iii) accountability 
of the Councils of Ministers to the Legislature. The essence of this is to 
draw a direct line of authority from the people through the legislature. 
The members of the legislature thus must owe their power directly or 
indirectly to the people. 
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Economic Justice 
The banishment of poverty, not by expropriation of those who have 

but by the multiplication of the national wealth and resources and an 
equitable distribution thereof amongst all who contribute towards its 
production is the aim of the state envisaged by the Directive princi-
ple. Economic democracy will be installed in our sub-continent to 
the extent that this goal is reached. In short, economic justice aims at 
establishing economic democracy and a welfare state. 

The ideal of economic justice is to make equality of status meaning-
ful and life worth living at its best removing inequality of opportunity 
and of status, economic and political. 
Social justice 

Social justice is a fundamental right social justice is the compre-
hensive form to remove social imbalance by law harmonizing the rival 
claims or the interest of different groups and or sections in the social 
structure or individuals by means of which alone it would be possible 
to build up a welfare state. 
Liberty, equality and fraternity 

The three have to be secured and protected with social justice and 
economic empowerment and political justice to all the citizens under 
the rule of law. 
Liberty 
Democracy in any sense, cannot be established unless certain minimal 
rights, which are essential for a free and civilized existence are assured 
to every member of the community. The preamble mentions three 
essential individual rights as freedom of thought, expression, belief, 
faith and worship and these are guaranteed against all the authorities 
of the state by part III of the constitution, subject of course to the 
implementation of the directive principle for the common good (Art 
3 (c)) and the Fundamental duties introduced (Art 51A) by the 42nd 
Amendment 1976. 

Liberty should be coupled with social restraint and subordinated to 
the liberty of the greatest number for common happiness. 
Equality 

Guaranteeing of certain rights to each individual would be mean-
ingless unless all inequality is banished from the social structure and 
each individual is assured of equality of status and opportunity for the 
development of the best in him and the means for the enforcement of 
the rights guaranteed to him. This objective is secured in the body of 
the Constitution, by making illegal all discriminations by the state be-
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tween citizen and citizen, simply on the ground of religion, race, caste, 
sex or place of birth (Art 15) by throwing open ‘Public Places’  to all 
citizens Art15(2); by abolishing untouchability (Art 17) by abolishing 
titles of honour (Art 18); by offering equality of opportunity in mat-
ters relating to employment under the state (Art 16) by guaranteeing 
equality before the law and equal protection of the laws, as justiciable 
rights (Art 14). 

In addition to the above provision to ensure civic equality the Con-
stitution seeks to achieve political equality by providing for universal 
adult franchise (Art 326) and by reiterating that no person shall be 
either excluded from the general electoral roll or allowed to be includ-
ed in any general or special electoral roll, only on the ground of his 
religion, race, caste or sex (Art 325). 
Need for unity and Integrity of the Nation

Unity amongst the inhabitants of this vast sub-continent, torn 
asunder by a multitude of problems and fissiparous forces, was the 
first requisite for maintaining the independence of the country as well 
as to make the experiment of democracy successful. The ideal of unity 
has been buttressed by adding the words and integrity of the nation, in 
the Preamble by the Constitution (42nd Amendment) Act, 1976. But 
neither the integration of the people nor a democratic political system 
could be ensured without infusing a spirit of brotherhood amongst the 
heterogeneous population, belonging to different race, religious, and 
cultures. 
Fraternity 

The ‘Fraternity’ cherished by the framers of the Constitution will 
be achieved not only by abolishing untouchability amongst the differ-
ent sects of the same community, but the abolishing all communal or 
sectional or even local or provincial and social feelings which stand in 
the way of the unity of India. 

Democracy would indeed be hollow if it fails to generate this spirit 
of brotherhood amongst all sections of the people a feeling that they 
are all children of the same soil, the same Motherland. It becomes all 
the more essential in a country like India composed of so many race, 
religions, languages and cultures. 
A Secular State- Freedom of Religion to all 

The unity and fraternity of the people of India, professing numer-
ous Faiths has been sought to be achieved by enshrining the ideal of a 
secular state, which means that the state protects all religions equally 
and does not itself uphold any religion as the State religion. The ques-
tions of secularism is not one of sentiments, but one of law. The secular 
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- Robert Brault

objective of the state has been specifically expressed by inserting the 
word secular in the Preamble by the Constitution (42nd Amendment) 
Act, 1976. Secularism is a part of the basic structure of the Constitu-
tion. This itself is one of the glowing achievement of India democracy 
when her neighbours, such as Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka (Cey-
lon) and Burma, uphold particular religions are state religions. 
Dignity of the Individual 

A fraternity cannot, however, be installed unless the dignity of each 
of its members is maintained. The Preamble, therefore says that the 
State, in India, will assure the dignity of the Individual. The Consti-
tution seeks to achieve this object by guaranteeing equal fundamental 
rights to each individuals, so that he can enforce his minimal rights, if 
invaded by anybody, in a court of law. Our Supreme Court has come 
to hold that the right to dignity is a fundamental right. 
Fundamental Duties 

The Philosophy contained in the Preamble has been further high-
lighted by emphasizing that each individual shall not only have the 
fundamental rights to ensure his liberty of expression, faith and wor-
ship, equality of opportunity and the like, but also a corresponding 
fundamental duty, such as to uphold the sovereignty, unity and integ-
rity of the nation, to maintain secularism and the common brother-
hood amongst all the people of India. This has been done by inserting 
Art. 51 A laying down ten ‘Fundamental Duties’, by the Constitution 
(42nd Amendment) Act, 1976. 

The preamble embodies the basic philosophy and fundamental val-
ues-political, moral and religious on which the Constitution is based. 
It contains the grand and noble vision of the Constituent Assembly, 
and reflects the dreams and aspirations of the founding Father of the 
Constitution.
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Today’s children learn mathematics, science, languages etc. in School. They 
learn everything except values. In Schools, there is no concern for teaching 
of values, inculcating leadership qualities and character building. What are 
the values children must learn? The following excerpts from a letter written 
by Abraham Lincoln to the Headmaster of the School in which his son was 
studying answer this question:

“To live in this world will require faith and love and courage. So, I wish you 
would sort of take him by his young hand and teach him the things he will have to 
know. Teach him-but gently, if you can.

He will have to learn, I know, that all people are not just-that all men and 
women are not true. Teach him that for every scoundrel, there is a hero; that for ev-
ery enemy, there is a friend. Let him learn early that the bullies are the easiest people 
to lick. Teach him to be gentle with the gentle and tough with tough.

Teach him the wonder of books. Give him quiet time to ponder the eternal 
mystery of birds in the sky, bees in the sun, and flowers on a green hill.

Teach him that it is far more honourable to fail than to cheat. It will take time 
but teach him if you can, that a dollar earned is of far more value than five found.

Teach him to laugh when he is sad and teach him that there is no shame in 
tears.

Teach him to have faith in his own ideas, even if everyone tells him they are 
wrong. Teach him to have faith in himself because then he will have sublime faith 
in mankind.

Try to give my son the strength not to follow the crowd when everyone else is 
getting on the bandwagon. Teach him to listen to others, but to filter all he hears on 
a screen of truth and to take only the good that comes through.

Teach him to sell his brain and brawn to the highest bidders but never to put a 
price tag on his heart and soul. Teach him to have the patience to be brave and the 
courage to be patient. Teach him to close his ears on the howling mob – and to stand 
and fight if he thinks he is right.

Teach him gently, but do not cuddle him, because only the test of fire makes 
fine steel.

This is a big order, but see what you can do. He is such a fine little fellow, my son”.

Pearls of  Wisdom

General Line
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General Knowledge Line

100 General Knowledge Snippets

1.  In India, only the Parliament is competent to amend Fundamental Rights of the 
citizens.

2.  22 countries of the world have adopted compulsory voting system.
3.  Angela Merkel has been chosen ‘Person of the Year 2015’ by Times Magazine.
4.  ‘Seva Divas has been proposed by Central Government to celebrate the birthday 

of  Shyama Prasad Mukherjee. 
5.  Raghuvir Chaudhury who was recently awarded Sahitya Academy Puraskar, en-

riched the literature in Gujarati.
6.  The book ‘Kargil: Turning the Tide' is written by Mohinder Puri.
7.  In the International Tennis Premier League (ITPL) 2015, matches held in India, 

Rafael Nadal played from the team India Aces.
8.  A well planned racket has been unearthed in Indian Railways recently. The scam 

is related to railway brand water ‘Rail Neer’. 
9.  Barak-3 Missile (next generation) has been developed by India in collaboration 

with Israel.
10.  The Nelong Valley is located in Uttarakhand state.
11.  ‘Simply click’ credit card scheme is launched by State Bank of India.
12.  In the 64th Miss Universe Competition, the winner Pia Alonzo Wurtzbach be-

longs to Philippines.
13.  The Gondwana  rock systems is the latest one in India.
14.  Zozila pass leads to Leh.
15.  Kenya is the largest exporter of tea in the world.
16.  The highest peak of Indian Peninsula is Anaimudi. 
17.  The area under Tube-well irrigation is the highest in Uttar Pradesh state.
18.  Karnataka produces more than 70 percent coffee of the country alone.
19.  The cities which are included in ‘Golden Triangle’ of Indian Tourism are Agra, 

Delhi and Jaipur.
20.  The northern part of the western Coastal Plain of India is also known as Konkan. 
21.  Tatipaka Oil Refinery is located in the state of Andhra Pradesh.
22.  The following statements are related to Integrated Low Cost Sanitation (ILCS) 

scheme:
 a) The system is funded on sharing basis.
 b) Central subsidy is 75 percent.
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23.  Chennai  has the lowest rainfall during the South - West Monsoon.
24.  The most densely populated state of  India as per 2011 Census, is Bihar.
25.  The Chairman of 14th Finance Commission was Y.V. Reddy. 
26.  ‘National Land Records Modernization Programme’ was launched in 2008 A.D.
27.  In India, “inclusive education for the disabled at secondary stage” scheme 

launched in the year 2009-10 is being provided under Rashtriya Madhyamik 
Shiksha Abhiyan.

28.  The Census Projection Report shows that India is one of the youngest nation in 
the world. In year 2020, the average age of Indians will be of 29 years.

29.  The following segments of population are included in the scheme of Inclusive 
Development:

 a) Marginal farmers  b) Landless agricultural labours. 
 c) Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes
30.  One of the effects of deficit financing on economy is increase in money supply.
31. The following Panchayats are included in the District Plan in U.P:
 a) Nagar Panchayat   b) Gram Panchayat 
 c) Kshetra Panchayat
32.  Age group of 6 - 14 years  is eligible for enrolment under 'Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan'.
33  ‘Swavlamban Scheme’ was launched in 2010 A.D
34.  The largest Sugar Mill of Asia is located at Khatouli  in Uttar Pradesh.
35.  Largest concentration of software and business process outsourcing industry in 

U.P. is at Noida.
36.  ‘e-Biz’ refer to single window for approach to government services.
37.  The Kelkar committee has recommended abolition of Tax Rebates under Sec-

tion - 88 of the Income Tax Act of India.
38.  Time span of ‘Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana’ is 2015 – 2022.
39.  The following are the objectives of National Food Security Mission (NFSM):
 a) Distribution of high yielding variety seeds 
 b) Demonstration of improved production technology 
 c) Popularising newly released varieties of crops
40.  India’s first National Action Plan on climate change was released in 2008 A.D. 
41.  ‘Dynamo’ is a device, which converts mechanical energy into electrical energy .
42.  The velocity of wind is measured by anaemometer.
43.  The maximum biodiversity is found in  tropical rain forests .
44.  The minimum distance of clear vision for a normal healthy eye of human being 

is supposed to be 25 cm.
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45.  Indiscriminate use of fertilizers have led to:
 (a) soiI pollution (b) water pollution   (c) air pollution
46.  Rice field is an artificial ecosystem.
47.  The substance used as moderator and coolant both, in nuclear reactors is heavy water. 
48.  The air pollutant  carbon monoxide  gets dissolved in haemoglobin of the blood 

more rapidly than oxygen.
49.  Dr. Ambedkar had described Article 32 of the Constitution as the very soul of 

it because it  provides effective remedy against the violation of Fundamental 
Rights.

50.  ‘Big-Bang theory’ explains the origin of Universe.
51.  Photovoltaic cells are thermal cells. 
52.  In wind power, kinetic energy is converted into electrical energy.
53.  In a food chain, man is primary as well as secondary consumer.
54.  The main reason for the decrease in biodiversity is natural habitat destruction.
55.  Wheat germ oil is an important source of vitamin-E.
56.  The alkaloid caffeine is present in tea and coffee.
57.  Einstein was honoured with Nobel Prize for  Photoelectric  Effect.
58.  National Dairy Research Institute is established at  Karnal.
59.  Smallest man-like ape is Gibbon.
60.  Quinine, the effective medicine in the treatment of malaria, is extracted from 

bark of Cinchona.
61.  Change in the base sequence within the gene is called mutation.
62.  Wild Animal Protection Act – 1972 provides for protection to wild animals in 

India.
63.  The plants receive Nitrogen in form of nitrate.
64.  Leukaemia is a type or cancer in which there is abnormal increase in the number 

of white blood cells.
65.   A man, who does not know when to stop eating, is suffering from bulimia.
66.  For human blood transfusion, O Group blood Is known as universal donor. 
67.  The following are used as disinfectant of water:
 (a) Ozone  (b) Chlorine dioxide  (c) Chloramine
68.  The brain is responsible for:
 (a) thinking   (b) regulating the heartbeat   (c) balancing the body 
69.  Indian Veterinary Research Institute is located at Bareilly.
70. Pungency in chillies is due to the presence of Capsaicine. 
71.  Egg contains all essential amino acids.
72.  The Earth’s axis of rotation (polar axis) is always inclined at an angle of 23.5° 

from the elliptic axis.
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73.  The accounts of Kalinga war is known to us by the Rock Edict-XIII. 
74.  Three human skeletons in a single grave were recovered at Mahadaha.
75.  Saccharomyces  cerevisiae yeast is used for commercial production of ethanol.
76.  Methane gas, released from bio-gas plant is used as a fuel gas.
77.  Dharmapal was the founder of ‘Vikramshila Vihar’.
78. The city Nagalapura was founded by Krishna Deva Raya.
79.   Iltutmish  was called ‘a slave of a slave’.
80. The Mughal ruler Akbar learnt Hindu Music from Lala Kalavant.
81. Babar defeat Sultan Ibrahim Lodi at the battle of Panipat in 1526 A.D.
82.   ‘The Roots of Ancient India’ was written by W.A. Fairservis.
83.  Maulana Mohammad Ali and Saukat Ali were prominent leaders of the ‘Khila-

fat Movement’.
84.  The Deoband Movement in U.P. (United Province) started in the year 1866 AD.
85.  Swaraj Party was formed by Motilal Nehru and C.R. Das in 1923 A.D.
86.  Satara  was first victim of Lord Dalhousie’s ‘policy of doctrine of lapse’.
87.  The name of D.K. Karve of Western India figures in the context of Women 

Education. 
88.  A money bill passed by Lok Sabha is deemed to have been passed by Rajya 

Sabha also when no action is taken by the Rajya Sabha within 14 days.
89. The constitutional authority, vested with the power of declaring castes and tribes 

as the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, is the President of India.
90.  The movement Red Shirt was started by Khan Abdul Gaffar Khan against British. 
91.  Rabindra Nath Tagore gave up his ‘Knighthood’ in protest to  massacre at Jalli-

anwala Bagh. 
92.  The Sarkaria Commission was set-up for the review of relation between the 

Centre and the States. 
93.  Internal Security Academy is located at  Mount Abu.
94.  The State Finance Commission is a constitutional body.
95.  The costliest metal of the world discovered recently, is Californium 252.
96.  Under Article 324 of the Indian Constitution, there is provision for the Election 

Commission.
97.  The Supreme Court of India enunciated the doctrine of ‘Basic Structure of the 

Constitution' in  the Keshavanand Bharati case in 1973.
98.  A resolution passed under clause (1) of Article 249 shall remain in force for a 

period not exceeding one year.
99.  B.R. Mehta  is considered as the “Architect of Panchayati Raj” in India.
100. T. Kajita and A. Mc Donald, winner of year 2015 Nobel Prize for Physics be-

longs to  Japan and Canada. 
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Preet Bharara
A Name Dreaded by the Corrupt !

The former Goldman Sachs board member is out of prison. But where is 
Preet Bharara now, and what is he up to?

When Rajat Gupta was  convicted for insider trading, the buzz quietly 
went around in corporate America that Indians were inherently dishonest, 
untrustworthy and needed to be watched. But then, as someone pointed out, 
don’t forget that the guy who was behind their conviction was also Indian – 
Preet Bharara.

The last time we heard about Bharara in India was probably when, 
after putting away Rajat Gupta, he went after Devyani Khobragade. So 
where is he now, and what is he up to?
Good question

Ever since he was appointed Attorney for the Southern District of New York 
in 2009, Bharara has been a kind of legal Batman, on a quest to clean up Gotham 
City. And he has spared nobody: not the Mafia, not Wall Street, not the corpo-
rations, not the politicians (whether Republican or Democratic), not a racket of 
supposed Holocaust victims trying to defraud the German government, not even 
the governor of New York. Whew!
Not above the law

One of the first wrong-doers Bharara went after was the major bank JP 
Morgan Chase for its role in the Bernie Madoff fraud. He got it to cough up 
$1.7 billion, the largest forfeiture from a bank in American history. He then 
went after Citibank for its involvement in risky loans (fine: $7 billion); Bank 
of America for a mortgage fraud (fine: $1 billion, the first such penalty on 
a major US bank for its role in the financial crisis); and Toyota for lying to 
consumers (fine: 1.2 billion, the largest criminal penalty ever on an automo-
tive company). And then, of course, there was his high-profile Insider Trading 
campaign, which resulted in the prosecution of dozens of dirty Wall Street 
guys and the closing down of multi-billion dollar hedge funds.

Bharara has not been afraid of taking on the politicians, big or small – his 
stand on corruption being, essentially, that the blame lies not only with the 
bad guys, but equally on the good people who don’t do enough to stop it. As 
he aptly put it, “A nation of sheep will beget a government of wolves.”

He has been responsible for putting various politicians behind bars for 
corruption, going all the way up to the top – including New York Senator Carl 
Kruger (Democrat), Majority Leader of the State Senate Dean G Skelos (Re-
publican), and the Speaker of the State Assembly, Sheldon Silver (Democrat). 

General Line
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He even went aggressively after Governor Andrew Cuomo’s pet multi-million 
dollar plan for the economic revitalisation of western New York, over allega-
tions of corruption – but finally dropped that for lack of sufficient evidence 
(although recent indicators are that Cuomo might not have heard the end of 
the matter).

Bharara has also been famously critical of the US Justice Department for 
not prosecuting the culprits of the 2008 financial crisis, saying that the means 
and resources were in place, but hinting, controversially, that the then attorney 
general – his ex-boss – didn’t have the courage to do it.

As he told a recent class passing out of Harvard Law School, “People spend 
their entire lives waiting for a chance to make a difference in the world. For too 
many people that moment never comes. But you, by virtue of your law degree, 
will have that opportunity every single day. The world needs you to seize it.”

In nature one can see different types of flowers with 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34 or 
55 petals. Extracting these numbers and putting them together gives us the Fibonacci 
sequence. The speciality of the numbers in the sequence is that any number from the 
third is the sum of the two immediate previous numbers in the sequence. Using this 
property further numbers could be added to the sequence as: 89, 144, 233, 377, 610, 
987, 1597, 2584, 4181, . . . Each number in the sequence is called a Fibonacci number, 
after the Italian mathematician of that name. It is quite amazing that the Fibonacci 
number sequence occur so frequently in nature in the form of number of petals on 
flowers, the number of petal arrangements on flowers , leaf arrangement on plants, the 
pattern of the florets of a flower, the bracts of a pinecone, or the scales of a pineapple. 
The number of seeds in many fruits like guava, passion fruit, etc. and vegetables like 
cowpeas is also seen to be a Fibonacci number. The arrangement of florets on Brocolli 
or Cauliflower in spirals reveals patterns with fibonacci numbers. In fact, each floret is 
peaked, and is an identical but smaller version of the whole thing and this makes the 
spirals easy to see. So is the arrangement of spirals and cells on shells of creatures. This 
phenomenon appears to be one of the principal "laws of nature". One may wonder 
why these arrangements occur. In the case of leaf arrangement, or phyllotaxis, some of 
the cases may be related to maximizing the space for each leaf, or the average amount of 
light falling on each one. Even a tiny advantage would come to dominate, over many 
generations. In the case of close-packed leaves in cabbages and succulents the correct 
arrangement may be crucial for availability of space.

It is interesting to note that the ratio of any two successive Fibonacci numbers after 
the thirteenth yields the value 1.618 (when the larger term is divided by the smaller; if 

Nature’s Mathematics
The Golden Ratio

Mathematics Line
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the smaller is divided by the larger, the value is 0.618). This is referred to as the golden 
ratio. In addition, numerous claims of manifestations of Fibonacci numbers or golden 
ratio in nature are found in popular sources, e.g. relating to the breeding of rabbits, 
and the curve of waves. The Fibonacci numbers are also found in the family tree of 
honeybees.

The ratio of two measures of any unit of measurement which is 1.618 is referred 
to as golden. Thus a rectangle having sides in this ratio is called a golden rectangle. 
The Fibonacci numbers, when taken to represent measures of length, are referred to as 
sections. Similarly there is a reference to golden angle. For example, it has been noticed 
that in a typical instance, the branching position of each new growth on the stem of a 
plant is about 222.5 degrees away from the previous one, because it provides, on aver-
age, the maximum space for all the shoots. This angle is called the golden angle, and it 
divides the complete 360 degree circle in the golden ratio 1.618.

Presence of Fibonacci numbers and the golden ratio is visible on the human body 
as well. Divisions on the whole body, the leg, the  arm, etc. reflect the golden ratio. 
Further, every human has two hands, each one of these has five fingers, each finger 
has three parts which are separated by two knuckles. All of these numbers fit into the 
Fibonacci sequence. Even a cross section of the most common form of human DNA 
fits nicely into a golden decagon.

Knowledge of the golden section, angle, rectangle and ratio goes back to the Greeks, 
who based their most famous work of art on them: the Parthenon is full of golden rect-
angles. The Greek followers of the mathematician and mystic Pythagoras even thought 
of the golden ratio as divine. Later, Leonardo da Vinci painted Mona Lisa's face to fit 
perfectly into a golden rectangle, and structured the rest of the painting around similar 
rectangles.

In more modern times, Hungarian composer Bela Bartok and French architect 
Le Corbusier purposefully incorporated the golden ratio into their work. Even today, 
the golden ratio is seen in humanmade objects all around us. Look at any Christian 
cross; the ratio of the vertical part to the horizontal is the golden ratio. One can find 
a golden rectangle on the credit cards in your wallet. Despite these numerous appear-
ances in works of art throughout the ages, there is an ongoing debate among psycholo-
gists about whether people really do perceive the golden shapes, particularly the golden 
rectangle, as more beautiful than other shapes. Regardless of the science, the golden 
ratio retains a mystique, partly because excellent approximations of it turn up in many 
unexpected places in nature. The ratio of the lengths of the thorax and abdomen in 
most bees is nearly the golden ratio. The golden ratio and its derivative also appear in 
many unexpected contexts in mathematics, and they continue to spark interest in the 
mathematical community.

Dr. Stephen Marquardt, a plastic surgeon, has used the golden section, that has 
long stood for beauty, and some of its derivatives to make a mask that he claims is the 
most beautiful shape a human facecan have.

The Fibonacci numbers appear everywhere in Nature. They are therefore applicable to 
the growth of every living thing, including a single cell, a grain of wheat, a hive of bees, and 
even all of mankind. (Stan Grist).

[CGS]
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In line with other previous and contemporaneous proposals, in 1912 the 
meteorologist Alfred Wegener amply described what he called continental 
drift, expanded in his 1915 book. The Origin of Continents and Oceans  and 
the scientific debate started that would end up fifty years later in the theory of 
plate tectonics. Starting from the idea (also expressed by his forerunners) that 
the present continents once formed a single land mass (which was called Pan-
gea later on) that drifted apart, thus releasing the continents from the Earth's 
mantle and likening them to "icebergs" of low density granite floating on a sea 
of denser basalt. Supporting evidence for the idea came from the dove-tailing 
outlines of South America's east coast and Africa's west coast, and from the 
matching of the rock formations along these edges. Confirmation of their pre-
vious contiguous nature also came from the fossil plants Glossopteris and Gan-
gamopteris, and the therapsid or mammal-like reptile Lystrosaurus, all widely 
distributed over South America, Africa, Antarctica, India and Australia. The 
evidence for such an erstwhile joining of these continents was patent to field 

Global Plate Tectonics
Dynamics of  Mother Earth

Geology Line
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geologists working in the southern hemisphere. The South African Alex du 
Toit put together a mass of such information in his 1937 publication Our 
Wandering Continents, and went further than Wegener in recognising the 
strong links between the Gondwana fragments.

But without detailed evidence and a force sufficient to drive the move-
ment, the theory was not generally accepted: the Earth might have a solid crust 
and mantle and a liquid core, but there seemed to be no way that portions 
of the crust could move around. Distinguished scientists, such as Harold Jef-
freys and Charles Schuchert, were outspoken critics of continental drift.

Despite much opposition, the view of continental drift gained support and 
a lively debate started between "drifters" or "mobilists" (proponents of the the-
ory) and "fixists" (opponents). During the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s, the former 
reached important milestones proposing that convection currents might have 
driven the plate movements, and that spreading may have occurred below the 
sea within the oceanic crust. Concepts close to the elements now incorporated 
in plate tectonics were proposed by geophysicists and geologists (both fixists 
and mobilists) like Vening-Meinesz, Holmes, and Umbgrove.

One of the first pieces of geophysical evidence that was used to support the 
movement of lithospheric plates came from paleomagnetism. This is based on 
the fact that rocks of different ages show a variable magnetic field direction, ev-
idenced by studies since the mid–nineteenth century. The magnetic north and 
south poles reverse through time, and, especially important in paleotectonic 
studies, the relative position of the magnetic north pole varies through time. 
Initially, during the first half of the twentieth century, the latter phenomenon 
was explained by introducing what was called "polar wander" (see apparent 
polar wander), i.e., it was assumed that the north pole location had been shift-
ing through time. An alternative explanation, though, was that the continents 
had moved (shifted and rotated) relative to the north pole, and each continent, 
in fact, shows its own "polar wander path". During the late 1950s it was suc-
cessfully shown on two occasions that these data could show the validity of 
continental drift: by Keith Runcorn in a paper in 1956, and by Warren Carey 
in a symposium held in March 1956.

The second piece of evidence in support of continental drift came during 
the late 1950s and early 60s from data on the bathymetry of the deep ocean 
floors and the nature of the oceanic crust such as magnetic properties and, more 
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generally, with the development of marine geology which gave evidence for the 
association of seafloor spreading along the mid-oceanic ridges and magnetic 
field reversals, published between 1959 and 1963 by Heezen, Dietz, Hess, 
Mason, Vine & Matthews, and Morley.

Simultaneous advances in early  seismic  imaging techniques in and 
around Wadati-Benioff zones along the trenches bounding many continental 
margins, together with many other geophysical (e.g. gravimetric) and geologi-
cal observations, showed how the oceanic crust could disappear into the man-
tle, providing the mechanism to balance the extension of the ocean basins with 
shortening along its margins.

All this evidence, both from the ocean floor and from the continental mar-
gins, made it clear around 1965 that continental drift was feasible and the 
theory of plate tectonics, which was defined in a series of papers between 1965 
and 1967, was born, with all its extraordinary explanatory and predictive pow-
er. The theory revolutionized the Earth sciences, explaining a diverse range of 
geological phenomena and their implications in other studies such as paleoge-
ography and paleobiology.
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Global Warming 
Impact on Climate Change and Ecology

Introduction 
Global warming is the rise in temperature of the earth’s atmosphere and 

oceans over time. The global warming studies tell us that the global tempera-
ture has continuously been rising since the late 19th century largely to human 
causes. 

More scientifically GLOBAL WARMING means accelerated 
warming of the Earth‘s surface due to anthropogenic (human activity 
related) releases of greenhouse gases from the industrial activity and  
deforestation. 
Causes 
The Green House Effect 

Green House Effect is term for the role the atmosphere plays in helping to 
warm the Earth’s surface. 

The atmosphere is largely transparent to incoming solar radiation, because 
it is largely comprised of rays of shorter wave lengths. Much of this incoming 
radiation is absorbed by the Earth’s surface. The hot surface of the earth then 
re-emits heat energy at long-wave infrared rays. While some of the infrared 
radiation passes through the atmosphere, a large part of it is absorbed and 
redistributed back by gases such as carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 
halocarbons, water vapour and ozone in the atmosphere. This heating effect is 
called the green house effect and it causes global warming. 
The Greenhouse effect has two types: 
1. The natural greenhouse effect, while refers to the greenhouse effect which 
occurs naturally on earth and it is essential to maintain normal global tempera-
ture patterns. Without it, temperatures would drop by approximately 30oC, 
the oceans would freeze and life as we know it would be impossible. 
2. The enhanced (anthropogenic) greenhouse effect, which results from hu-
man activities. It is this green house effect that is a cause of serious concern for 
the global environment. 

The gases present in the earth‘s atmosphere which absorb and redistribute 
the infrared heat radiations are called the GREEN HOUSE GASES. 

The important green house gases include: 
1.  Water vapour, which causes about 36-70% of the greenhouses effect on 

Earth (including clouds); 
2.  Carbon dioxide, which causes between 9-26%; 

Environment Line
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3.  Methane, other hydrocarbons and ozone, which causes between 3-7% 
4.  Nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, and chlorofluorocarbons, the  

minor greenhouse gases. 
How are Human Activities Leading to the Accelerated Green House Ef-

fect? 
Human activities have played a significant role by overloading the atmo-

sphere with carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases (as mentioned above), 
hence retaining solar heat that would otherwise radiate away. 

Under normal conditions the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere re-
mains constant, and trees absorb the same amount of carbon dioxide that peo-
ple produce. But in past two hundred years, our planet has supported more 
people and fewer trees, leaving an excess of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 

Other gases that contribute to the greenhouse effect, such as methane and 
chlorofluorocarbons are increasing even faster. 

The net effect of these increases could be a worldwide rise in temperature, 
estimated at 2o to 6o C (4o to 11o F) over the next 100 years. Warming of this 
magnitude would alter climates throughout the world, affecting millions of 
people across the globe adversely. 

Where do the greenhouse gases come from? 
In the recent centuries, a number of human activities have led to a sharp 

increase in the concentrations of several greenhouse gases. These human activ-
ities include: 
1. Heavy industrialization, power generation and urbanization & transporta-

tion based on burning of fossil fuel. Since CO2 is emitted from the burning 
of fossil fuels, so most electricity production and most industrial activity 
contribute to global warming. 

2.  Urban automobiles and various industries which releases CO2, NOx and 
SOx. Since gasoline, kerosene, and diesel are fossil fuels, they too contrib-
ute, which means that the entire transport sector is implicated. 

3.  Burning of fossil fuels for domestic purposes. Both CO2 and Methane are 
emitted from fossil fuel burning for domestic purposes. 

4. Deforestation leading to higher carbon dioxide concentrations because it 
depletes away the carbon sink. 

5. Cattle rearing and paddy rice farming, land use and wetland changes, pipe-
line losses, and landfill emissions leading to higher methane concentra-
tions. 

6. Fossil burning and fertilizers, which are sources of Nitrous oxide. 
7. The burning of forests, which contributes significantly to CO2 emissions. 

The fact that the green house gases come from economic activities that are so 
pervasive to human society largely explains why global warming control is so com-
plicated and so controversial. 
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The Likely Outcome of Global Warming 
The Fourth Assessment Report -2007 of the U.N sponsored  

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released in April 2007 
gives the most detailed and authoritative study on the regional impact of cli-
mate change in the years to come. This Assessment Report draws from the 
works of more than 2500 scientists. 

The Assessment Report states that the effects will vary from one region of 
the world to another. 

The kinds of impacts that would seem to be important are as follows: 
1.  Sea levels will rise due to the thermal expansion of the oceans and melting 

of polar ice. 
 The 2007 report of the Intergovernmental panel on Climate Change 

(IPCC) estimates that under the scenarios of polar ice-melting sea levels 
will rise from 0.15 to 1.0m above current levels by the year 2100. A rise 
in sea level of this magnitude will have serious effects on coastal environ-
ments, for both natural ecosystems and human populations. 

2. Freshwater resources would be adversely affected in the coastal regions of the 
world by saline intrusion as sea levels change. 

3. Existing dry land regions, for example Sahelian region of Africa and South-
ern Africa, may become drier still, resulting in a greater likelihood of desert-
ification. Drought-affected areas will likely increase in extent. It has been 
projected that by 2020, between 75 and 250 million will be exposed to an 
increase of water stress due to climate change. If coupled with increased 
demand, this will adversely affect livelihoods and exacerbate water-related 
problems. 

4.  Glacier melt in the Himalayas is projected to increase flooding, rock ava-
lanches from established slopes. And affect water resources within the next 
two to three decades. This will be followed by decreased river flows as the 
glaciers recede. If current warming rates are maintained, Himalayan gla-
ciers could decay at very rapid rates, shrinking from the present 500, 000 
sq km to 100, 000 sq km by 2030s. It is estimated that per capita water 
availability in India would drop from the current levels posing a serious 
threat to fresh water supply.

5.  Tropical forests may undergo drastic changes due to flooding irregular rainfall 
patterns, outbreaks of tree pathogens and alterations in the productivity levels. 

6.  Scientist say it has become increasingly clear, that worldwide precipitation 
is shifting away from the equator and toward the poles thereby affecting 
food supply.

7.  Local food supplies are projected to be further negatively affected in Africa 
by decreasing fisheries resources in large lakes due to rising water tempera-
tures, which may be exacerbated by continued overfishing. 
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8.  Projected climate change related exposures are likely to affect the health sta-
tus and mortality of millions of people, particularly those with low adaptive 
capacity through: 
a. increases in malnutrition and consequent disorders with implications for 

child growth and development. 
b. increased deaths, disease and injury due to heat waves, floods, storms, 

fires and droughts; 
c. the increased burden of diarrheal disease; 
d. the increased frequency of cardio-respiratory diseases due to higher con-

centrations of ground level ozone related to climate change and 
e. the altered spatial distribution of some infectious disease vectors. 
f. The pattern of the world‘s diseases may also change diseases such as ma-

laria, eradicated from Europe, and could return to some areas. Dengue and 
chikungunya can spread at epidemic proportions in the tropics due to high 
humidity and temperature. 
Initiatives To Control Global Warming 
United Nations Frame Work Convention on Climate change  
(UNFCCC) 

This particular agreement was established in 1992 between countries 
around the world to tackle climate change (on 21st March 1994 the treaty 
took effect after 165 states signed up to it). It was set up as it was believed that 
the activities of humans was affecting the climate and disturbing the way it 
works, by altering the way its heat escapes from the planet it was decided that 
the alteration of the global climate was so serious a specific global convention 
needed address the problem. 

The aim of the Convention was to get countries to agree to stabilise green-
house gas concentrations, however it didn‘t specify the limit of these concen-
trations.
Kyoto Protocol 

The Kyoto Protocol is an amendment to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), an international treaty on 
global warming. The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement setting, tar-
gets for industrialised countries to cut their greenhouse gas emissions.

The Kyoto Protocol was adopted at the third session of the Conference 
of Parties (COP) to the UNFCCC in 1997 in Kyoto, Japan. It was based on 
principles set out in a framework convention signed in 1992. 

After seven years of debate between leaders, politicians and scientists, on 
16th February 2005 the 1997 Kyoto Protocol to control climate change finally 
became international law. At the treaty‘s implementation in February 2005, 
the agreement had been ratified by 141 countries, including India, represent-
ing 61.6% of emissions.
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“Words have tremendous potency, far more than we often realize. Negative 
ones can have terrible effects on our whole lives, affecting our deepest sense 
of ourselves as capable, lovable, worthwhile beings. Such words, often carelessly 
hurled at us without thought for the potential consequences, by parents, sib-
lings, teachers or others in our early years can contribute to a legacy of self-
doubt that can cloud our experience of life well on into our adulthood.

But the power of positive words is just as compelling. And those of us who 
have had the most challenging of childhoods often testify that the one key 
element that allowed us to survive extremely difficult life circumstances was 
hearing words of encouragement spoken to us by at least one special person 
– whether a relative, teacher or friend, who showed compassion and under-
standing toward us, touching us deeply and helping us believe that there was 
indeed hope for the future”.

Quoted above is a portion of an Essay “The Power of Positive Words” by 
Caroline Joy Adams. According to the Holy Bible “in the beginning was the 
Word and the Word was with God, and the Word was God”. The word en-
thusiasm has greek origin in “entae” and “theo” meaning “God within.” You 
can at once be enthused into action or be bedeviled by problems into despon-
dency and inaction.

Like everything else in the world, words with a halo are counter-balanced 
by their diabolic counterparts, words that can produce terrible effects on our 
lives. The very sound of positive words has a soothing effect, whereas the jar-
ring effect is evident in negative words. Positive words that produce positive 
vibes are curative; whereas negative words that produce negative energy are 
injurious to our psyche. ‘Mantra’, the vedic devotional incantation has the abil-
ity to produce positive vibrations, which is beneficial to mankind. When you 
bless someone with positive words it produces the same effect. Words of curse 
on the other hand are replete with negative vibrations, which poison the whole 
atmosphere with detrimental effect to the object of curse. Words that produce 
both effects are seen in the following example:

Potency of  Words

Language Line
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Positive Power                               Negative Power
appreciate    admonish
bless     bedevil
celebrate    caluminate
dignify    deprecate
enthuse    expostulate
felicitate    flay
galvanise    grieve
honour    heckle
ignite    indict
jubilate    jeer
kindle    kill
laud     lambast
magnify    malign
nurture    nag
optimise    outrage
praise    pillory
quicken    quell
regale    reprimand
scintillate    scandalise
thrill     throttle
uplift     undermine
vivify     vilify

The bottom line is that, though one cannot always do away with negative 
words altogether, we could try to use in our daily lives words that produce 
positive energy most of the time to radiate hope, love and cheer and to make 
the earth a better planet to live in.

Punctuation is Powerful   

An English Professor wrote the words…
”a woman without her man is nothing.”
…on the whiteboard and asked his student to punctuate it correctly.
All of the males in the class wrote:
“A woman, without her man, is nothing.”
All the females in the class wrote:
“A woman: without her, man is nothing.”
Punctuation is powerful.
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These are typical statements in our everyday conversation with our 
friends. A distinguishing feature common to the above statements is 
that they describe a person’s actual first-hand experience – what one 
saw with one’s own eyes, what one tasted with one’s own tongue, what 
assessment one made of an actor’s performance based on one’s knowl-
edge and so on. Every thoughtful person develops a specific view of 
the world through his own direct experience. Even when he reads a 
text, he interprets it in the light of his current level of experience. For 
example, the data about the movement of shares in the stock market 
will be interpreted differently by an amateur investor who holds on to 
limited stocks and a professional investor who buys and sells stocks 
several times in a day. Similarly the same textbook on Physics by Fey-
mann may be interpreted differently by an undergraduate student and 
a doctoral scholar. What’s special about experiential knowledge is that 
it is unique for each human being. There are no a priori models of the 
world view imposed from outside.

Processes for Knowledge Acquisition
According to ancient wisdom, knowledge can be acquired in essen-

tially four different ways:
(a) Direct perception: This is the process of internalizing knowl-

edge of the external world through the coordination of mind and the 
sense organs. This is in contrast to ready-to-use codified knowledge 
called “memory”. Though memorized knowledge is the result of some 
prior experience, it may at best provide a starting point in our pursuit 
of knowledge. We should devise a good balanced strategy to synthesize 
codified knowledge with experiential knowledge.

Experiential Knowledge
Guide to Personal Mastery

I spotted a leopard in the wildlife sanctuary
The strong fragrance of jasmine caused me headache

Amjad’s music was so soothing that I kept listening the whole day
Ras malai was so delicious I had three helpings

The floor tiles were so smooth that I was about to slip and fall
I don’t like the way Chandra has acted in the film Sooraj

R Narayanan
Founder head of TCS Trivandrum

Management Line
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Cognition is experience in its transient state. Seeing a flower is an 
act of cognition. It has not been converted into experience yet. We 
need to reflect on it before internalizing it. Such understanding hap-
pens at several layers of detail – for example when we see a flower, the 
first level perception is that it is a flower, at the next level we realize that 
it is a red flower, later we realize that it is hibiscus. Such hierarchical 
levels of perception are applicable to the other sense organs too. Direct 
perception is the most effective and most fool proof process of acquir-
ing experiential knowledge.

Even though specific sense organs are intended to perform specific 
functions (eyes for seeing, ears for hearing and so on), we use expres-
sions that indicate cross functions. Read the following sentences:

The biriyani looks delicious
He sounds cold
You have not tasted Shakespeare
Biriyani can only taste delicious. How can it look delicious? On 

some earlier occasion we must have experienced biriyani which had a 
similar look and tasted delicious. Our mental model had built an as-
sociation of taste with looks. Similar cross functional associations have 
caused the above stated sentence formations. Since language forms the 
primary mode of expressing one’s experience, we need to be warned 
about metaphorical usages as above.

Sometimes we deceive ourselves into thinking that the sense or-
gans function in a multi tasking mode. They can apparently do so 
but the cognition is limited to one organ at a time, the others acting 
mechanically without being coordinated by the mind. While thinking 
about the science test scheduled for the next day, we collide against the 
person coming in the opposite direction although the eye had seen the 
person. We call this behavior “absent-minded”. While watching the 
cricket match on the TV, we keep munching vadas; even if the vadas 
did not have salt, we do not experience the lapse because the primary 
organ at this time is the eye engrossed in the match.

(b) Inference: The classical example given for inferential knowledge 
in ancient texts is the case of a person who sees smoke on a distant 
mountain and infers that there must be fire deep inside the mountain. 
The smoke acts as a signal in the inference process. He knows the in-
variant principle that wherever there is smoke there must be fire. He 
recalls that he has seen fire + smoke in the kitchen and he superimposes 
that knowledge in the new context of the mountain. Inference is a 
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verypowerful means of knowledge acquisition and we use the tech-
nique unconsciously several times in a day. Think how the mechanic 
at the cycle shop locates the hole in the tube through which air leaks.

He immerses the tube in a vessel of water and looks for air bubbles. 
Professionals in domains such as Medicine, Forensic Science and Law 
make heavy use of the inference process.

For a successful application of the inference process, we should 
use the appropriate entity as signal (smoke in the above example). We 
should also be careful about the deductive / inductive logical part.

One should bear in mind that cause - effect relationship is not al-
ways symmetric. In the above example, we may be right in assuming 
that wherever there is smoke there has to be fire. But we can not say 
that wherever there is fire there has to be smoke. In the modern kitch-
en, LPG stove burns without smoke.

(c) Analogy: Suppose one had never seen a hockey stick and wants 
to know what a hockey stick is. A friend who is a sportsman says it 
looks like grandpa’s walking stick. When the person goes to a sports 
shop and sees something that resembles grandpa’s walking stick, he 
decides that it must be the hockey stick. Analogy is also a powerful 
medium for gaining experiential knowledge.

(d) Verbal testimony: We can accept the experiences of reliable peo-
ple whose thoughts, words and actions are aligned, or in other words, 
people who “walk their talks”.

While there are several other ways to acquire true knowledge, direct 
perception and inference are the most effective and most robust pro-
cesses; and both of them have one’s personal experience as the basis.

Whatever may be the process followed in acquiring experiential 
knowledge, it has to be internalized so that we can recall the correct 
knowledge at the correct time. The internalization is what is called ex-
perience. What better way to internalize Archimede’s principle than to 
immerse oneself under water and feel the body becoming lighter. This 
is opposed to rote knowledge where one memorizes facts and figures 
without having any idea about what they convey. A good memory is 
often called the enemy of creativity. If we have to creatively respond to 
experiences, it is better not to fall back on old ways. For example, we 
can not fall back on memory to respond to challenges posed by the fast 
changing global environment – the advances in technology and new 
models of economy and so on.
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Free Knowledge – Collective Experience
Freedom to interpret knowledge according to one’s own mental 

models is the greatest way to gain insight. When different people ex-
perience the same thing differently, new knowledge evolves. If we take 
the example of Indian music, we see that the same raga (with the same 
defined contours of ascending and descending notes) is interpreted 
differently by different artistes or even by the same artiste on different 
occasions. For the lovers of music, the union of all musical experiences 
is greater than the sum of individual experiences. In organizations, 
additional knowledge is created when individual members share their 
experiences and other members add value by commenting on these. 
Several organizations make the mistake of trivializing organizational 
learning as the sum of individual learning. These organizations do not 
create an ambience for sharing, commenting and archiving tacit ex-
periential knowledge. World cultures that imposed stiff dogmas and 
denied its citizens the freedom to question them did not flourish and 
faded away. Those that enshrined such freedom have survived. Cul-
tures that impose somebody else’s experience on others lack inclusive 
approach. Mental models that do not entertain contrarian views result 
in encouraging violence. The root cause for terrorism today is the de-
nial of freedom for citizens to form their own experiences of the world.
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Immense intellectual and cultural stirrings characterised 19th century 
India. The impact of modern Western culture and consciousness of defeat 
by a foreign power gave birth to a new awakening. There was an awareness 
that a vast country like India had been colonised by a handful of foreign-
ers because of internal weaknesses of Indian social structure and culture. 
Thoughtful Indians began to look for the strengths and weaknesses of their 
society and for ways and means of removing the weaknesses. While a large 
number of Indians refused to come to terms with the West and still put 
their faith in traditional Indian ideas and institutions, others gradually 
came to hold that elements of modern Western thought had to be imbibed 
for the regeneration of their society. They were impressed in particular by 
modern science and the doctrines of reason and humanism. While differ-
ing on the nature and extent of reforms, nearly all 19th century intellectuals 
shared the conviction that social and religious reform was urgently needed. 
Rammohan Roy 

The central figure in this awakening was Rammohan Roy, who is right-
ly regarded as the first great leader of modern India. Rammohan Roy was 
moved by deep love for his people and country and worked hard all his 
life for their social, religious, intellectual and political regeneration. He was 
pained by the stagnation and corruption of contemporary Indian society 
which was at that time dominated by caste and convention. Popular reli-
gion was full of superstitions and was exploited by ignorant and corrupt 
priests. The upper classes were selfish and often sacrificed social interest to 
their own narrow interests. Rammohan Roy possessed great love and respect 
for the traditional philosophic systems of the East; but, at the same time, 
he believed that modern culture alone would help regenerate Indian so-
ciety. In particular, he wanted his countrymen to accept the rational and 
scientific approach and the principle of human dignity and social equality 
of all men and women. He also wanted the introduction of modern capi-
talism and industry in the country. 

Raja Rammohan Roy
Brightest Star in the Indian Sky in the 19th Century

History Line
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Rammohan Roy represented a synthesis of the thought of East and 
West. He was a scholar who knew over a dozen languages including San-
skrit, Persian, Arabic, English, French, Latin, Greek and Hebrew. As a 
young man he had studied Sanskrit literature and Hindu philosophy at 
Varanasi and the Quran and Persian and Arabic literature at Patna, He 
was also well-acquainted with Jainism and other religious movements and 
sects of India. Later he made an intensive study of Western thought and 
culture. To study the Bible in the original he learnt Greek and Hebrew. In 
1809 he wrote in Persian his famous work Gift to Monotkeists in which he 
put forward weighty arguments against belief in many gods and for the 
worship of a single God. 

He settled in Calcutta in 1814 and soon attracted a band of young 
men with whose cooperation he started the Atmiya Sabha. From now 
on he carried on a persistent struggle against the religious and social evils 
which were widely prevalent among the Hindus in Bengal. 

In particular he vigorously opposed the worship of idols, the rigidity of 
caste, and the prevalence of meaningless religious rituals. He condemned, 
the priestly class for encouraging these practices. He held that all the prin-
cipal ancient texts of the Hindus preached monotheism, or worship of one 
God. He published the Bengali translation of the Vedas and of five of the 
principal Upanishads to prove his point. He also wrote a series of tracts 
and pamphlets in defence of monotheism. 

While citing ancient authority for his philosophical views, Rammohan 
Roy relied ultimately on the power of human reason which was in his 
view the final touchstone of the truth of any doctrine, Eastern or Western. 
He believed that the philosophy of Vedanta was based on this principle 
of reason. In any case, one should not hesitate to depart from holy books, 
scriptures and inherited traditions if human reason so dictates and if such 
traditions are proving harmful to the society. But Rammohan Roy did 
not confine his application of the rational approach to Indian religions 
and traditions alone. In this he disappointed his many missionary friends 
who had hoped that his rational critique of Hinduism would lead him to 
embrace Christianity. Rammohan Roy insisted on applying rationalism 
to Christianity too, particularly to the elements of blind faith in it. In 
1820, he published his Precepts of Jesus in which he tried to separate the 
moral and philosophic message of the New Testament, which, he praised, 
from its miracle stories. He wanted the high moral message of Christ to 
be incorporated in Hinduism. This earned for him the hostility of the 
missionaries. 
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Thus, as far as Rammohan was concerned there was to be no blind re-
liance on India's own past or blind aping of the West. On the other hand, 
he put forward ths idea that new India, guided by reason, should acquire 
and treasure all that was best in the East and the West. Thus he wanted 
India to learn from the West; but this learning was to be an intellectual 
and creative process through which Indian culture and thought were to be 
renovated; it was not to be an imposition of Western culture on India. He, 
therefore, stood for the reform of Hinduism and opposed its supersession 
by Christianity. He vigorously defended Hindu religion and philosophy 
from the ignorant attacks of-the missionaries. At the same time", he ad-
opted an extremely friendiy attitude towards other religions. He believed 
that basically all religions preach a common message and that their follow-
ers are all brothers under the skin. 

All his life Rammohan Roy paid heavily for his daring religious out-
look. The orthodox condemned him for criticizing idolatry and for his 
philosophic admiration of Christianity and Islam. They organised a social 
boycott against him in which even his mother joined. He was branded a 
heretic and an outcaste. 

In 1828 he founded a new religious society, the Brahma Sabha, later 
known as the Brahmo Samaj, whose purpose was to purify Hinduism and 
to preach monotheism or belief in one God. The new society was to be 
based on the twin pillars of reason, and the Vedas and Upanishads. It was 
also to incorporate the teachings of other religions. The Brahmo Samaj, 
laid emphasis on human dignity, opposed idolatry, and criticised such so-
cial evils as the practice of sati. 

Rammohan Roy was a great thinker. He was also a man of action. There 
was hardly any aspect of nation-building which he left untouched. In fact, 
just as he began the reform of Hindu religion from within, he also laid 
the foundations of the reform of Indian society. The, best example of his 
life-long crusade against social evils was the historic agitation he organised 
against the inhuman custom of women becoming sati. Beginning in 1818 
he set out to rouse public opinion on the question. On the one hand he 
showed by citing the authority of the oldest sacred books that the Hindu 
religion at its best was opposed to the practice; on the other, he appealed 
to the reason and humanity and compassion of the people. He visited the 
burning ghats at Calcutta to try to persuade the relatives of widows to 
give up their plan of self-immolation. He organised groups of like-minded 
people to keep a strict check on such performances and to prevent any 
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attempt to force the widows to become sati. When the orthodox Hindus 
petitioned to Parliament to withhold its approval of Bentinck's action of 
banning the rite of sati, he organised a counter-petition of enlightened 
Hindus in favour of Bentinck's action. 

He was a stout champion of women's rights. He condemned the sub-
jugation of women and opposed the prevailing idea that women, were 
inferior to men in intellect or in a moral sense. He attacked polygamy and 
the degraded state to which widows were often reduced. To raise the status 
of women he demanded that they be given the right of inheritance and 
property. 

Rammohan Roy was one of the earliest propagators of modern ed-
ucation which he looked upon as a major instrument for the spread of 
modem ideas in the country. In 1817, David Hare, who had come out to 
India in 1800 as a watchmaker but who spent his entire life in the pro-
motion of modern education in. the country, founded the famous Hindu 
College. Rammohan Roy gave most enthusiastic assistance to Hare in this 
and his other educational projects. In addition, he maintained at his own 
cost an English school in Calcutta from 1817 in which, among other sub-
jects, mechanics and the philosophy of Voltaire were taught. In 1825 he 
established a Vedanta College in which courses both in Indian learning 
and in Western social and physical sciences were offered. 

Rammohan Roy was equally keen on making Bengali the vehicle of in-
tellectual intercourse in Bengal. He compiled a Bengali grammar. Through 
his translations, pamphlets and journals he helped evolve a modern and 
elegant prose style for that language. 

Rammohan represented the first glimmerings of the rise of national 
consciousness in India. The vision of an independent and resurgent India 
guided his thoughts and actions. He believed that by trying to weed out 
corrupt elements from Indian religion and society and by preaching the 
Vedantic message of worship of one God he was laying the foundations 
for the unity of Indian society which was divided fate divergent groups. In 
particular he opposed the rigidities of the caste system which, he declared, 
"has been source of want of unity among us". He believed that the caste 
system was doubly evil: it created inequality and it divided people and 
"deprived them of patriotic feeling". Thus, according to him one of the 
aims of religious reform was political uplift. 

Rammohan Roy was a pioneer of Indian journalism. He brought out 
journals in Bengali, Persian, Hindi and English to spread scientific, literary 
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and political knowledge among the people, to educate public opinion on 
topics of current interest, and to represent popular demands and grievanc-
es before the Government. 

He was also the initiator of public agitation on political questions in 
the country. He condemned the oppressive practices of the Bengal za-
mindars which had reduced the peasants to a miserable condition. He 
demanded that the maximum rents paid by the actual cultivators of land 
should be permanently fixed so that they too would enjoy the benefits of 
the Permanent Settlement of 1793. He also protested against the attempts 
to impose taxes on tax-free lands. He demanded the abolition of the Com-
pany's trading rights and the removal of heavy export duties on Indian 
goods. He also raised the demands for the Indianisation of the superior 
services, separation of the executive and the judiciary, trial by jury, and 
judicial equality between Indians and Europeans. 

Rammohan was and firm believer in internationalism and in free coop-
eration between nations. Poet Rabindranath Tagore has rightly remarked: 
"Rammohan was the only person in his time, in the whole world of man, 
to realise completely the significance of the Modern Age. He knew that the 
ideal of human civilisation does not lie in the isolation of independence, 
bat in the brotherhood of interdependence of individuals as well as na-
tions in all spheres of thought and activity". Rammohan Roy took a keen 
interest in international events and everywhere he supported the cause of 
liberty, democracy, and nationalism and opposed injustice, oppression and 
tyranny in every form. The news of the failure of the Revolution in Naples 
in 1821 made him so sad that he cancelled all his social engagements. On 
the other hand, he celebrated the success of the Revolution in Spanish 
America in 1823 by giving a public dinner. He condemned the misera-
ble condition of Ireland under the oppressive regime of absentee English 
landlordism, He publicly declared that he would emigrate from the British 
Empire if Parliament failed to pass the Reform Bill. 

Rammohan was fearless as a lion. He did not hesitate to support & just 
cause. All his life he fought against social injustice and inequality even at 
great personal loss and hardship. In his life of service to society he often 
clashed with his family, with rich zamindars and powerful missionaries, 
and with high officials and foreign authorities. Yet he never showed fear 
nor shrank from his chosen course. 
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Titanium, described as the metal of the 21st Century, is a lustrous white metal with 
an atomic number of 22. It belongs to the ‘Transition Metal’ group in the Periodic 
Table. When you watch the launch of a space shuttle or satellite, you are watching tons 
of titanium being shot into space. The US Space shuttle structure is 85% titanium! It 
is used extensively by the aerospace industry because of its high strength, light weight, 
and its ability to withstand high temperatures. Re-entry could not be possible without 
titanium. The new ‘Dreamliner’ Boeing 787 uses titanium to the extent of 15% of 
its weight. Besides aerospace, titanium finds wide-spread use in the military, medical 
equipment, atomic energy, high technology applications, and in consumer goods. Ti-
tanium is the 4th most abundant metal and 9th most abundant element in the earth’s 
crust.
History

Discovered by a man of God, Rev. William Gregor, in Cornwall, England in 1790, 
and re-discovered 5 years later by the German Chemist Martin Heinrich Klapworth, 
the metal was christened.

“Titanium” after the Titans of Greek mythology. Over 100 years later American 
chemist Mathew A Hunter succeeded in extracting titanium metal from one of its 
ores leading to the first industrial process of extraction. The first commercially viable 
extraction process – the Kroll process - was developed by William Justin Kroll in 1946.
Characteristic properties

Low density: Titanium has a density of 4.54 gm/cc, about half of that of steel.
Strength: Titanium is as strong as steel, but 45% lighter. It has the highest strength 

to weight ratio of all structural metals.
Flexibility: Because of its low modulus of elasticity, nearly half of that of steel, Ti is 

extraordinarily flexible. Titanium springs back very strongly after it has been stressed.
High thermal conductivity: Titanium is a very efficient heat conductor.
Low coefficient of expansion: Enables titanium to be used in combination with 

ceramics, composites and glass.
Resistance to corrosion and erosion: Its naturally forming oxide film protects 

titanium against a variety of environments: alkaline media, chlorine and other halides, 
gases, inorganic salt solutions, organic acids, oxidising mineral acids, and water. Tita-
nium is also immune to microbiologically induced corrosion. It is nearly as resistant to 
corrosion as platinum. The titanium oxide film provides strong resistance to abrasion, 
cavitation and erosion, particularly at high fluid velocities.

Refractive index and Opacity: TiO2 makes the brightest of the white pigments 

Titanium
Metal of  the Gods

[Dr. T.K.G. Namboodhiri
Prof. of Metallurgical Engineering (Retd.), 

Banaras Hindu University]

General Line
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because of its high refractive index. As a powder, TiO2 is a highly effective opacifier and 
is used as a filler in paints, paper, plastics, pills, inks etc.
Occurrence and extraction:

Titanium occurs naturally in two forms, as Rutile (TiO2) and Ilmenite {(FeTi)O3}. 
Ilmenite accounts for nearly 90% of today’s titanium metal. Commercial titanium 
mineral deposits are found in many parts of the world. Rock deposits are found in 
Europe, North America and South Africa. Extensive beach sand deposits occur in Aus-
tralia, Canada, India, China, South Africa and USA. India has the third largest deposits 
of titanium mineral as beach sands of the southern peninsula.

The beach sands containing rutile and Ilmenite are first concentrated by flotation 
or electrostatic methods. Rutile and Ilmenite are separated by magnetic means. Ilmen-
ite has to be upgraded to synthetic rutile before it can be used for metal production. A 
major part of the TiO2 produced in the world is used for producing titania pigments.

Extraction of titanium from its ores is a very costly process because TiO2 cannot 
be converted directly to Ti, using a reductant like carbon. Rutile is first chlorinated to 
produce TiCl4, separated from impurities and then reduced at high temperatures by a 
metal like sodium or magnesium. This reaction has to be done in an inert atmosphere, 
and the metal is produced as a sponge. The reaction products have to be separated by 
costly vacuum-distillation process. The commercially viable Kroll process uses magne-
sium as the reductant, which is recovered from the reaction products. The Kroll process 
is a batch process. The Ti sponge produced by the Kroll process is then cleaned and 
remelted to get solid titanium metal. Since molten titanium is highly reactive to most 
materials, it has to be melted in vacuum in a water cooled copper vessel. Titanium 
sponge is pressed into electrodes which are then melted in a vacuum arc furnace; the 
molten metal collects in a water-cooled copper crucible, and solidifies into ingots. The 
commercial purity titanium may be used as such or remelted along with alloying ele-
ments to get titanium alloys with improved strength and other properties.
Uses

Aerospace industry is the largest consumer of titanium. Almost 76% of the met-
al produced is used by it. The remaining 24% is used by defence services, chemical 
processing, marine, medical, power generation, sporting goods, and consumer goods 
industries. Architecture, construction, automotive, desalination, chloralkali, petroleum 
refining, atomic energy, pulp and paper, food and pharmaceutics are some other user 
industries. Many consumer goods, for example, watches, spectacle frames, cameras, 
bicycle frames, and jewellery contain titanium. The ability of titanium to be anodized 
to produce beautiful colours makes the metal attractive to jewellery. Many high-tech-
nology articles like electromagnets, computers, and optical systems use this metal. Tita-
nium is used in metal matrix composites, and in making Ferro titanium and titanium 
aluminides. Biological compatibility makes titanium highly suitable for prosthetics and 
other bio implants. Titanium burns in the air and is the only metal which burns in 
nitrogen. It is used in fireworks.
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Titanium has been dubbed the “wonder metal”, “metal of the future” & “strategic 
metal”. In spite of all the qualities, titanium has not become a popular metal. The high 
cost of production cripples its ability to compete with aluminium or stainless steel. Ti-
tanium is 5 to 18 times costlier than aluminium and 10 to 35 times than steel. Cost 
of production must be reduced to make titanium more popular and useful. It is heart-
ening to note that at least 30 research projects are currently running world over to find 
cheaper methods of titanium production. India has recently become the 7th member 
of the elite group of titanium producing countries by starting production of titanium 
sponge at the Chavara plant of Kerala Minerals & Metals. Let us hope that the “God’s own 
country” will become a significant producer of the “Metal of the Gods” in future. 

In a land mark discovery by post-doctoral researcher Andrew Gallup and 
team of Princeton University, yawning has literally been linked to hot-headed-
ness. The study explains that while yawning frequencies are seasonal, people 
are less likely to yawn when the heat outdoors exceeds body temperature.

Thus, yawning, once considered a characteristic of boredom, sleep or fa-
tigue alone, is no more so. In fact, the study supports the thermoregulatory 
hypothesis that yawning is triggered by increases in brain temperature, and 
that the physiological consequences of a yawn act to promote brain cooling.

The finding that people yawn less often in the summer, when out- door 
temperatures often exceed body temperature, suggests that yawning could be 
a natural brain cooling mechanism, said the researchers at Princeton Universi-
ty and the University of Arizona.

Yawning may help cool the brain through the deep inhalation of cool air 
and by enhanced blood flow to the brain caused by the stretching of the jaw.

The cooling effect of yawning is thought to result from enhanced blood 
flow to the brain caused by stretching of the jaw, as well as counter-current 
heat exchange with the ambient air that accompanies the deep inhalation. 
When applied to real-life, the study data is likely to benefit a better under-
standing of some diseases and conditions. "According to the brain cooling 
hypothesis, it is the temperature of the ambient air that gives a yawn its utility. 
Thus yawning should be counterproductive – and therefore suppressed - in 
ambient temperatures at or exceeding body temperature because taking a deep 
inhalation of air would not promote cooling. In other words, there should be 
a 'thermal window' or a relatively narrow range of ambient temperatures in 
which to expect highest rates of yawning. 

[For details: http://health.usnews.com, http://www.princeton.edu]

Yawning Linked to Hot-headedness
Not to Boredom
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Books Scan

The Great Partition: The Making of India 
and Pakistan
Author:  Yasmin Khan
Publisher:  Yale University Press, 2007

In this fine book, Khan not only understands the dynamics of how 
national histories operate; she has also sought to overcome their limitations 
by drawing from a vast variety of secondary literature and finding accounts 
of eyewitnesses. For instance, she has gone to archives in America to look 
at United States Consular accounts of activities in India, to the accounts 
in the British records of India, to interviews, and to Indian records in a 
number of different localities.

Khan is even-handed in her attempt to look at the action from 
different perspectives. Her interest is to examine the “givens” about the 
Partition with a new and fresh eye to determine the constituent elements 
of the problems that arose from the enormous confusion and speed with 
which Partition was accomplished. For instance, her argument is that the 
Partition was not an inevitable outcome but the contingent product of 
a specific moment, when individuals and ways of thinking or discourses 
coalesced around formulations to resolve particular problems.

The Partition of India in 1947 promised its people both political and 
religious freedom—through the liberation of India from British rule, and 
the creation of the Muslim state of Pakistan. Instead, the geographical 
divide brought displacement and death, and it benefited the few at the 
expense of the very many. Thousands of women were raped, at least one 
million people were killed, and ten to fifteen million were forced to leave 
their homes as refugees. One of the first events of decolonization in the 
twentieth century, Partition was also one of the most bloody. The one 
thing that was clear in 1946, Yasmin Khan writes in The Great Partition, is 
that ‘two parties, the Congress and the League, would be at the forefront 
of leading and designing the new state, or states.’ Everything else was 
uncertain, and if the British had not been in such a hurry to disengage, 
decolonisation might not have involved partition at all.

By K Kalyanasundaram
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In this book Yasmin Khan examines the context, execution, and 
aftermath of Partition, weaving together local politics and ordinary 
lives with the larger political forces at play. She exposes the widespread 
obliviousness to what Partition would entail in practice and how it would 
affect the populace. Drawing together fresh information from an array of 
sources, Khan underscores the catastrophic human cost and shows why 
the repercussions of Partition resound even now, some sixty years later. 
The book is an intelligent and timely analysis of Partition, the haste and 
recklessness with which it was completed, and the damaging legacy left in 
its wake.

You cannot bring about 
prosperity by discouraging 
thrift. You cannot strengthen 
the weak by weakening the 
strong. You cannot help the 
wage earner by pulling down the 
wage payer. You cannot further 
the brotherhood of man by 
encouraging class hatred. You cannot help the 
poor by destroying the rich. You cannot keep 
out of trouble by spending more than you earn. 
You cannot build character and courage by 
taking away man's initiative and independence. 
You cannot help men permanently by doing 
for them what they could and should do for 
themselves.

- Abraham Lincoln
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Journals Scan

The Economist
March 2016

The article titled: “Mandarin Lessons” is quite 
relevant to EKL readers.

As governments and aid donors seek to cut graft 
the meritocratic aim of Civil Services exams seems 
increasingly relevant. According to Vivek Srivastava 
of the World Bank, during the past 25 years more 
and more countries have started using assessments to dole out government 
jobs.

Of the 62 countries tracked in 2010-11 by Global Integrity, an NGO, 
55 had rules against “nepotism, cronyism and patronage”. Last year Cyprus 
and Pakistan announced reforms intended to ensure that applicants are chosen 
for what they know and not for whom they know. Countries like Germany 
and Portugal and Spain pledge in their constitutions to recruit government 
staff based on skills Prodded by aid donors, Afghanistan and Sudan recently 
promised to do likewise. It is mentioned that in India only 1000 out of 5 lakh 
candidates make it to the Civil Services. In China last year 28000 were selected 
from 1 million candidates who took the Civil Services exam.

Research published in 2011 by Victor Lapuente and Carl Dahlstrom of 
the University of Gothenburg and Jan Teorell of Lund University revealed that 
comparatively low level of corruption cross 52 countries was attributable to 
merit based recruitment of bureaucrats. It is also revealed that meritocracy also 
saved money and promoted economic growth.

Kudos to the Union Public Service Commission for putting in place a 
fool-proof system of Civil Service exam and also for conducting the exam for 
lakhs of candidates all over the country in the most orderly manner for the last 
6 decades.
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The Last Word
“Winners don’t do different things, 

they do things differently”.
-  Shiv Kera
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